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Privacy Enhancement for Internet Electronic Mail:Part II: Certi�cate-Based Key ManagementS. KentFebruary 1993Status of this MemoThis RFC speci�es an IAB standards track protocol for the Internet community,and requests discussion and suggestions for improvements. Please refer to thecurrent edition of the "IAB O�cial Protocol Standards" for the standardizationstate and status of this protocol. Distribution of this memo is unlimited.AcknowledgementsThis memo is the outgrowth of a series of meetings of the Privacy and SecurityResearch Group of the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) and the Privacy-Enhanced Electronic Mail Working Group of the Internet Engineering Task Force(IETF). I would like to thank the members of the PSRG and the PEM WG fortheir comments and contributions at the meetings which led to the preparation ofthis document. I also would like to thank contributors to the PEM-DEV mailinglist who have provided valuable input which is reected in this memo.1. Executive SummaryThis is one of a series of documents de�ning privacy enhancement mechanismsfor electronic mail transferred using Internet mail protocols. RFC 1421 [6] pre-scribes protocol extensions and processing procedures for RFC-822 mail messages,given that suitable cryptographic keys are held by originators and recipients asa necessary precondition. RFC 1423 [7] speci�es algorithms, modes and associ-ated identi�ers for use in processing privacy-enhanced messages, as called for inRFC 1421 and this document. This document de�nes a supporting key manage-ment architecture and infrastructure, based on public-key certi�cate techniques,to provide keying information to message originators and recipients. RFC 1424[8] provides additional speci�cations for services in conjunction with the key man-agement infrastructure described herein.The key management architecture described in this document is compatible withthe authentication framework described in CCITT 1988 X.509 [2]. This documentgoes beyond X.509 by establishing procedures and conventions for a key manage-ment infrastructure for use with Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM) and with otherprotocols, from both the TCP/IP and OSI suites, in the future. There are sev-
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 2eral motivations for establishing these procedures and conventions (as opposed torelying only on the very general framework outlined in X.509):{ It is important that a certi�cate management infrastructure for use in theInternet community accommodate a range of clearly-articulated certi�ca-tion policies for both users and organizations in a well-architected fashion.Mechanisms must be provided to enable each user to be aware of the poli-cies governing any certi�cate which the user may encounter. This requiresthe introduction and standardization of procedures and conventions thatare outside the scope of X.509.{ The procedures for authenticating originators and recipient in the course ofmessage submission and delivery should be simple, automated and uniformdespite the existence of di�ering certi�cate management policies. For exam-ple, users should not have to engage in careful examination of a complex setof certi�cation relationships in order to evaluate the credibility of a claimedidentity.{ The authentication framework de�ned by X.509 is designed to operate inthe X.500 directory server environment. However X.500 directory serversare not expected to be ubiquitous in the Internet in the near future, sosome conventions are adopted to facilitate operation of the key managementinfrastructure in the near term.{ Public key cryptosystems are central to the authentication technology ofX.509 and those which enjoy the most widespread use are patented in theU.S. Although this certi�cation management scheme is compatible with theuse of di�erent digital signature algorithms, it is anticipated that the RSAcryptosystem will be used as the primary signature algorithm in establishingthe Internet certi�cation hierarchy. Special license arrangements have beenmade to facilitate the use of this algorithm in the U.S. portion of Internetenvironment.The infrastructure speci�ed in this document establishes a single root for all cer-ti�cation within the Internet, the Internet Policy Registration Authority (IPRA).The IPRA establishes global policies, described in this document, which apply toall certi�cation e�ected under this hierarchy. Beneath IPRA root are Policy Certi-�cation Authorities (PCAs), each of which establishes and publishes (in the formof an informational RFC) its policies for registration of users or organizations.Each PCA is certi�ed by the IPRA. (It is desirable that there be a relatively smallnumber of PCAs, each with a substantively di�erent policy, to facilitate user famil-iarity with the set of PCA policies. However there is no explicit requirement thatthe set of PCAs be limited in this fashion.) Below PCAs, Certi�cation Authorities(CAs) will be established to certify users and subordinate organizational entities(e.g., departments, o�ces, subsidiaries, etc.). Initially, we expect the majority ofusers will be registered via organizational a�liation, consistent with current prac-tices for how most user mailboxes are provided. In this sense the registration isanalogous to the issuance of a university or company ID card.
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 3Some CAs are expected to provide certi�cation for residential users in support ofusers who wish to register independent of any organizational a�liation. Over time,we anticipate that civil government entities which already provide analogous iden-ti�cation services in other contexts, e.g., driver's licenses, may provide this service.For users who wish anonymity while taking advantage of PEM privacy facilities,one or more PCAs will be established with policies that allow for registration ofusers, under subordinate CAs, who do not wish to disclose their identities.2. Overview of ApproachThis document de�nes a key management architecture based on the use of public-key certi�cates, primarily in support of the message encipherment and authenti-cation procedures de�ned in RFC 1421. The concept of public-key certi�cates isde�ned in X.509 and this architecture is a compliant subset of that envisioned inX.509.Briey, a (public-key) certi�cate is a data structure which contains the name ofa user (the "subject"), the public component (This document adopts the terms"private component" and "public component" to refer to the quantities which are,respectively, kept secret and made publicly available in asymmetric cryptosystems.This convention is adopted to avoid possible confusion arising from use of theterm "secret key" to refer to either the former quantity or to a key in a symmetriccryptosystem.) of that user, and the name of an entity (the "issuer") which vouchesthat the public component is bound to the named user. This data, along with atime interval over which the binding is claimed to be valid, is cryptographicallysigned by the issuer using the issuer's private component. The subject and issuernames in certi�cates are Distinguished Names (DNs) as de�ned in the directorysystem (X.500).Once signed, certi�cates can be stored in directory servers, transmitted via non-secure message exchanges, or distributed via any other means that make certi�-cates easily accessible to message system users, without regard for the security ofthe transmission medium. Certi�cates are used in PEM to provide the originatorof a message with the (authenticated) public component of each recipient and toprovide each recipient with the (authenticated) public component of the origina-tor. The following brief discussion illustrates the procedures for both originatorand recipients.Prior to sending an encrypted message (using PEM), an originator must acquire acerti�cate for each recipient and must validate these certi�cates. Briey, validationis performed by checking the digital signature in the certi�cate, using the publiccomponent of the issuer whose private component was used to sign the certi�cate.The issuer's public component is made available via some out of band means (forthe IPRA) or is itself distributed in a certi�cate to which this validation procedureis applied recursively. In the latter case, the issuer of a user's certi�cate becomesthe subject in a certi�cate issued by another certifying authority (or a PCA), thusgiving rise to a certi�cation hierarchy. The validity interval for each certi�cate ischecked and Certi�cate Revocation Lists (CRLs) are checked to ensure that none
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 4of the certi�cates employed in the validation process has been revoked by an issuer.Once a certi�cate for a recipient is validated, the public component contained inthe certi�cate is extracted and used to encrypt the data encryption key (DEK),which, in turn, is used to encrypt the message itself. The resulting encryptedDEK is incorporated into the Key-Info �eld of the message header. Upon receiptof an encrypted message, a recipient employs his private component to decryptthis �eld, extracting the DEK, and then uses this DEK to decrypt the message.In order to provide message integrity and data origin authentication, the origi-nator generates a message integrity code (MIC), signs (encrypts) the MIC usingthe private component of his public-key pair, and includes the resulting value inthe message header in the MIC-Info �eld. The certi�cate of the originator is (op-tionally) included in the header in the Certi�cate �eld as described in RFC 1421.This is done in order to facilitate validation in the absence of ubiquitous directoryservices. Upon receipt of a privacy enhanced message, a recipient validates theoriginator's certi�cate (using the IPRA public component as the root of a certi-�cation path), checks to ensure that it has not been revoked, extracts the publiccomponent from the certi�cate, and uses that value to recover (decrypt) the MIC.The recovered MIC is compared against the locally calculated MIC to verify theintegrity and data origin authenticity of the message.3. Architecture3.1 Scope and RestrictionsThe architecture described below is intended to provide a basis for managingpublic-key cryptosystem values in support of privacy enhanced electronic mail inthe Internet environment. The architecture describes procedures for registeringcerti�cation authorities and users, for generating and distributing certi�cates, andfor generating and distributing CRLs. RFC 1421 describes the syntax and se-mantics of header �elds used to transfer certi�cates and to represent the DEKand MIC in this public-key context. De�nitions of the algorithms, modes of useand associated identi�ers are separated in RFC 1423 to facilitate the adoption ofadditional algorithms in the future. This document focuses on the managementaspects of certi�cate-based, public-key cryptography for privacy enhanced mail.The proposed architecture imposes conventions for the certi�cation hierarchywhich are not strictly required by the X.509 recommendation nor by the tech-nology itself. These conventions are motivated by several factors, primarily theneed for authentication semantics compatible with automated validation and theautomated determination of the policies under which certi�cates are issued.Speci�cally, the architecture proposes a system in which user (or mailing list)certi�cates represent the leaves in a certi�cation hierarchy. This certi�cation hi-erarchy is largely isomorphic to the X.500 directory naming hierarchy, with twoexceptions: the IPRA forms the root of the tree (the root of the X.500 DIT is not
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 5instantiated as a node), and a number of Policy Certi�cation Authorities (PCAs)form the "roots" of subtrees, each of which represents a di�erent certi�cationpolicy.Not every level in the directory hierarchy need correspond to a certi�cation au-thority. For example, the appearance of geographic entities in a distinguishedname (e.g., countries, states, provinces, localities) does not require that variousgovernments become certifying authorities in order to instantiate this architecture.However, it is anticipated that, over time, a number of such points in the hierarchywill be instantiated as CAs in order to simplify later transition of management toappropriate governmental authorities.These conventions minimize the complexity of validating user certi�cates, e.g., bymaking explicit the relationship between a certi�cate issuer and the user (via thenaming hierarchy). Note that in this architecture, only PCAs may be certi�ed bythe IPRA, and every CA's certi�cation path can be traced to a PCA, through zeroor more CAs. If a CA is certi�ed by more than one PCA, each certi�cate issued bya PCA for the CA must contain a distinct public component. These conventionsresult in a certi�cation hierarchy which is a compatible subset of that permittedunder X.509, with respect to both syntax and semantics.Although the key management architecture described in this document has beendesigned primarily to support privacy enhanced mail, this infrastructure also may,in principle, be used to support X.400 mail security facilities (as per 1988 X.411)and X.500 directory authentication facilities. Thus, establishment of this infras-tructure paves the way for use of these and other OSI protocols in the Internet inthe future. In the future, these certi�cates also may be employed in the provisionof security services in other protocols in the TCP/IP and OSI suites as well.3.2 Relation to X.509 ArchitectureCCITT 1988 Recommendation X.509, "The Directory - Authentication Frame-work", de�nes a framework for authentication of entities involved in a distributeddirectory service. Strong authentication, as de�ned in X.509, is accomplished withthe use of public-key cryptosystems. Unforgeable certi�cates are generated bycerti�cation authorities; these authorities may be organized hierarchically, thoughsuch organization is not required by X.509. There is no implied mapping betweena certi�cation hierarchy and the naming hierarchy imposed by directory systemnaming attributes.This document interprets the X.509 certi�cate mechanism to serve the needs ofPEM in the Internet environment. The certi�cation hierarchy proposed in thisdocument in support of privacy enhanced mail is intentionally a subset of that al-lowed under X.509. This certi�cation hierarchy also embodies semantics which arenot explicitly addressed by X.509, but which are consistent with X.509 precepts.An overview of the rationale for these semantics is provided in Section 1.
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 63.3 Certi�cate De�nitionCerti�cates are central to the key management architecture for X.509 and PEM.This section provides an overview of the syntax and a description of the semanticsof certi�cates. Appendix A includes the ASN.1 syntax for certi�cates. A certi�cateincludes the following contents:1. version2. serial number3. signature (algorithm ID and parameters)4. issuer name5. validity period6. subject name7. subject public key (and associated algorithm ID)3.3.1 Version NumberThe version number �eld is intended to facilitate orderly changes in certi�cateformats over time. The initial version number for certi�cates used in PEM is theX.509 default which has a value of zero (0), indicating the 1988 version. PEMimplementations are encouraged to accept later versions as they are endorsed byCCITT/ISO.3.3.2 Serial NumberThe serial number �eld provides a short form, unique identi�er for each certi�categenerated by an issuer. An issuer must ensure that no two distinct certi�cates withthe same issuer DN contain the same serial number. (This requirement must bemet even when the certi�cation function is e�ected on a distributed basis and/orwhen the same issuer DN is certi�ed under two di�erent PCAs. This is especiallycritical for residential CAs certi�ed under di�erent PCAs.) The serial number isused in CRLs to identify revoked certi�cates, as described in Section 3.4.3.4. Al-though this attribute is an integer, PEM UA processing of this attribute need notinvolve any arithmetic operations. All PEM UA implementations must be capa-ble of processing serial numbers at least 128 bits in length, and size-independentsupport serial numbers is encouraged.3.3.3 SignatureThis �eld speci�es the algorithm used by the issuer to sign the certi�cate, and anyparameters associated with the algorithm. (The certi�cate signature is appendedto the data structure, as de�ned by the signature macro in X.509. This algorithm
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 7identi�cation information is replicated with the signature.) The signature is vali-dated by the UA processing a certi�cate, in order to determine that the integrityof its contents have not been modi�ed subsequent to signing by a CA (IPRA, orPCA). In this context, a signature is e�ected through the use of a Certi�cate In-tegrity Check (CIC) algorithm and a public-key encryption algorithm. RFC 1423contains the de�nitions and algorithm IDs for signature algorithms employed inthis architecture.3.3.4 Subject NameA certi�cate provides a representation of its subject's identity in the form of a Dis-tinguished Name (DN). The fundamental binding ensured by the key managementarchitecture is that between the public component and the user's identity in thisform. A distinguished name is an X.500 directory system concept and if a useris already registered in an X.500 directory, his distinguished name is de�ned viathat registration. Users who are not registered in a directory should keep in mindlikely directory naming structure (schema) when selecting a distinguished namefor inclusion in a certi�cate.3.3.5 Issuer NameA certi�cate provides a representation of its issuer's identity, in the form of aDistinguished Name. The issuer identi�cation is used to select the appropriate is-suer public component to employ in performing certi�cate validation. (If an issuer(CA) is certi�ed by multiple PCAs, then the issuer DN does not uniquely identifythe public component used to sign the certi�cate. In such circumstances it may benecessary to attempt certi�cate validation using multiple public components, fromcerti�cates held by the issuer under di�erent PCAs. If the 1992 version of a cer-ti�cate is employed, the issuer may employ distinct issuer UIDs in the certi�catesit issues, to further facilitate selection of the right issuer public component.) Theissuer is the certifying authority (IPRA, PCA or CA) who vouches for the bindingbetween the subject identity and the public key contained in the certi�cate.3.3.6 Validity PeriodA certi�cate carries a pair of date and time indications, indicating the start andend of the time period over which a certi�cate is intended to be used. The durationof the interval may be constant for all user certi�cates issued by a given CA or itmight di�er based on the nature of the user's a�liation. For example, an organiza-tion might issue certi�cates with shorter intervals to temporary employees versuspermanent employees. It is recommended that the UTCT (Coordinated Univer-sal Time) values recorded here specify granularity to no more than the minute,even though �ner granularity can be expressed in the format. (Implementors arewarned that no DER is de�ned for UTCT in X.509, thus transformation betweenlocal and transfer syntax must be performed carefully, e.g., when computing thehash value for a certi�cate. For example, a UTCT value which includes explict,
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 8zero values for seconds would not produce the same hash value as one in whichthe seconds were omitted.) It also recommended that all times be expressed asGreenwich Mean Time (Zulu), to simplify comparisons and avoid confusion re-lating to daylight savings time. Note that UTCT expresses the value of a yearmodulo 100 (with no indication of century), hence comparisons involving dates indi�erent centuries must be performed with care.The longer the interval, the greater the likelihood that compromise of a privatecomponent or name change will render it invalid and thus require that the certi�-cate be revoked. Once revoked, the certi�cate must remain on the issuer's CRL(see Section 3.4.3.4) until the validity interval expires. PCAs may impose restric-tions on the maximum validity interval that may be elected by CAs operating intheir certi�cation domain (see Appendix B).3.3.7 Subject Public KeyA certi�cate carries the public component of its associated subject, as well as anindication of the algorithm, and any algorithm parameters, with which the publiccomponent is to be used. This algorithm identi�er is independent of that which isspeci�ed in the signature �eld described above. RFC 1423 speci�es the algorithmidenti�ers which may be used in this context.3.4 Roles and ResponsibilitiesOne way to explain the architecture proposed by this document is to examinethe roles which are de�ned for various entities in the architecture and to describewhat is required of each entity in order for the proposed system to work properly.The following sections identify four types of entities within this architecture: usersand user agents, the Internet Policy Registration Authority, Policy Certi�cationAuthorities, and other Certi�cation Authorities. For each type of entity, thisdocument speci�es the procedures which the entity must execute as part of thearchitecture and the responsibilities the entity assumes as a function of its role inthe architecture.3.4.1 Users and User AgentsThe term User Agent (UA) is taken from CCITT X.400 Message Handling Systems(MHS) Recommendations, which de�ne it as follows: "In the context of messagehandling, the functional object, a component of MHS, by means of which a singledirect user engages in message handling." In the Internet environment, programssuch as rand mh and Gnu emacs rmail are UAs. UAs exchange messages by callingon a supporting Message Transfer Service (MTS), e.g., the SMTP mail relays usedin the Internet.
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 93.4.1.1 Generating and Protecting Component PairsA UA process supporting PEM must protect the private component of its asso-ciated entity (e.g., a human user or a mailing list) from disclosure, though themeans by which this is e�ected is a local matter. It is essential that the user takeall available precautions to protect his private component as the secrecy of thisvalue is central to the security o�ered by PEM to that user. For example, theprivate component might be stored in encrypted form, protected with a locallymanaged symmetric encryption key (e.g., using DES). The user would supply apassword or passphrase which would be employed as a symmetric key to decryptthe private component when required for PEM processing (either on a per messageor per session basis). Alternatively, the private component might be stored on adiskette which would be inserted by the user whenever he originated or receivedPEM messages. Explicit zeroing of memory locations where this component tran-siently resides could provide further protection. Other precautions, based on localoperating system security facilities, also should be employed.It is recommended that each user employ ancillary software (not otherwise associ-ated with normal UA operation) or hardware to generate his personal public-keycomponent pair. Software for generating user component pairs will be available aspart of the reference implementation of PEM distributed freely in the U.S. portionof the Internet. It is critically important that the component pair generation pro-cedure be e�ected in as secure a fashion as possible, to ensure that the resultingprivate component is unpredictable. Introduction of adequate randomness intothe component pair generation procedure is potentially the most di�cult aspectof this process and the user is advised to pay particular attention to this aspect.(Component pairs employed in public-key cryptosystems tend to be large integerswhich must be "randomly" selected subject to mathematical constraints imposedby the cryptosystem. Input(s) used to seed the component pair generation processmust be as unpredictable as possible. An example of a poor random number selec-tion technique is one in which a pseudo-random number generator is seeded solelywith the current date and time. An attacker who could determine approximatelywhen a component pair was generated could easily regenerate candidate compo-nent pairs and compare the public component to the user's public component todetect when the corresponding private component had been found.)There is no requirement imposed by this architecture that anyone other thanthe user, including any certi�cation authority, have access to the user's privatecomponent. Thus a user may retain his component pair even if his certi�catechanges, e.g., due to rollover in the validity interval or because of a change ofcertifying authority. Even if a user is issued a certi�cate in the context of hisemployment, there is generally no requirement that the employer have access tothe user's private component. The rationale is that any messages signed by theuser are veri�able using his public component. In the event that the correspondingprivate component becomes unavailable, any ENCRYPTED messages directed tothe user would be indecipherable and would require retransmission.Note that if the user stores messages in ENCRYPTED form, these messages also
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 10would become indecipherable in the event that the private component is lost orchanged. To minimize the potential for loss of data in such circumstances messagescan be transformed into MIC-ONLY or MIC-CLEAR form if cryptographically-enforced con�dentiality is not required for the messages stored within the user'scomputer. Alternatively, these transformed messages might be forwarded in EN-CRYPTED form to a (trivial) distribution list which serves in a backup capacityand for which the user's employer holds the private component.A user may possess multiple certi�cates which may embody the same or di�erentpublic components. For example, these certi�cates might represent a current anda former organizational user identity and a residential user identity. It is rec-ommended that a PEM UA be capable of supporting a user who possess multiplecerti�cates, irrespective of whether the certi�cates associated with the user containthe same or di�erent DNs or public components.3.4.1.2 User RegistrationMost details of user registration are a local matter, subject to policies establishedby the user's CA and the PCA under which that CA has been certi�ed. In generala user must provide, at a minimum, his public component and distinguished nameto a CA, or a representative thereof, for inclusion in the user's certi�cate. (The useralso might provide a complete certi�cate, minus the signature, as described in RFC1424.) The CA will employ some means, speci�ed by the CA in accordance withthe policy of its PCA, to validate the user's claimed identity and to ensure that thepublic component provided is associated with the user whose distinguished name isto be bound into the certi�cate. (In the case of PERSONA certi�cates, describedbelow, the procedure is a bit di�erent.) The certifying authority generates acerti�cate containing the user's distinguished name and public component, theauthority's distinguished name and other information (see Section 3.3) and signsthe result using the private component of the authority.3.4.1.3 CRL ManagementMechanisms for managing a UA certi�cate cache are, in typical standards par-lance, a local matter. However, proper maintenance of such a cache is critical tothe correct, secure operation of a PEM UA and provides a basis for improved per-formance. Moreover, use of a cache permits a PEM UA to operate in the absenceof directories (and in circumstances where directories are inaccessible). The follow-ing discussion provides a paradigm for one aspect of cache management, namelythe processing of CRLs, the functional equivalent of which must be embodied inany PEM UA implementation compliant with this document. The speci�cationsfor CRLs used with PEM are provided in Section 3.5.X.500 makes provision for the storage of CRLs as directory attributes associatedwith CA entries. Thus, when X.500 directories become widely available, UAscan retrieve CRLs from directories as required. In the interim, the IPRA willcoordinate with PCAs to provide a robust database facility which will contain
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 11CRLs issued by the IPRA, by PCAs, and by all CAs. Access to this database willbe provided through mailboxes maintained by each PCA. Every PEM UA mustprovide a facility for requesting CRLs from this database using the mechanismsde�ned in RFC 1424. Thus the UA must include a con�guration parameter whichspeci�es one or more mailbox addresses from which CRLs may be retrieved. Accessto the CRL database may be automated, e.g., as part of the certi�cate validationprocess (see Section 3.6) or may be user directed. Responses to CRL requestswill employ the PEM header format speci�ed in RFC 1421 for CRL propagation.As noted in RFC 1421, every PEM UA must be capable of processing CRLsdistributed via such messages. This message format also may be employed tosupport a "push" (versus a "pull") model of CRL distribution, i.e., to supportunsolicited distribution of CRLs.CRLs received by a PEM UA must be validated (A CRL is validated in muchthe same manner as a certi�cate, i.e., the CIC (see RFC 1113) is calculated andcompared against the decrypted signature value obtained from the CRL. See Sec-tion 3.6 for additional details related to validation of certi�cates.) prior to beingprocessed against any cached certi�cate information. Any cache entries whichmatch CRL entries should be marked as revoked, but it is not necessary to deletecache entries marked as revoked nor to delete subordinate entries. In processing aCRL against the cache it is important to recall that certi�cate serial numbers areunique only for each issuer and that multiple, distinct CRLs may be issued underthe same CA DN (signed using di�erent private components), so care must beexercised in e�ecting this cache search. (This situation may arise either becausean organizational CA is certi�ed by multiple PCAs, or because multiple residentialCAs are certi�ed under di�erent PCAs.)This procedure applies to cache entries associated with PCAs and CAs, as wellas user entries. The UA also must retain each CRL to screen incoming messagesto detect use of revoked certi�cates carried in PEM message headers. Thus a UAmust be capable of processing and retaining CRLs issued by the IPRA (which willlist revoked PCA certi�cates), by any PCA (which will list revoked CA certi�cateissued by that PCA), and by any CA (which will list revoked user or subordinateCA certi�cates issued by that CA).3.4.1.4 Facilitating InteroperationIn the absence of ubiquitous directory services or knowledge (acquired through out-of-band means) that a recipient already possesses the necessary issuer certi�cates,it is recommended that an originating (PEM) UA include su�cient certi�cates topermit validation of the user's public key. To this end every PEM UA must becapable of including a full (originator) certi�cation path, i.e., including the user'scerti�cate (using the "Originator-Certi�cate" �eld) and every superior (CA/PCA)certi�cate (using "Issuer- Certi�cate" �elds) back to the IPRA, in a PEMmessage.A PEM UA may send less than a full certi�cation path, e.g., based on analysisof a recipient list, but a UA which provides this sort of optimization must alsoprovide the user with a capability to force transmission of a full certi�cation path.
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 12Optimization for the transmitted originator certi�cation path may be e�ected bya UA as a side e�ect of the processing performed during message submission.When an originator submits an ENCRYPTED message (as per RFC 1421, his UAmust validate the certi�cates of the recipients (see Section 3.6). In the course ofperforming this validation the UA can determine the minimum set of certi�cateswhich must be included to ensure that all recipients can process the receivedmessage. Submission of a MIC-ONLY or MIC-CLEAR message (as per RFC1421) does not entail validation of recipient certi�cates and thus it may not bepossible for the originator's UA to determine the minimum certi�cate set as above.3.4.2 The Internet Policy Registration Authority (IPRA)The IPRA acts as the root of the certi�cation hierarchy for the Internet commu-nity. The public component of the IPRA forms the foundation for all certi�catevalidation within this hierarchy. The IPRA will be operated under the auspices ofthe Internet Society, an international, non-pro�t organization. The IPRA certi�esall PCAs, ensuring that they agree to abide by the Internet-wide policy establishedby the IPRA. This policy, and the services provided by the IPRA, are detailedbelow.3.4.2.1 PCA RegistrationThe IPRA certi�es only PCAs, not CAs or users. Each PCA must �le with theIPRA a description of its proposed policy. This document will be published as aninformational RFC. A copy of the document, signed by the IPRA (in the form ofa PEM MIC-ONLY message) will be made available via electronic mail access bythe IPRA. This convention is adopted so that every Internet user has a referencepoint for determining the policies associated with the issuance of any certi�catewhich he may encounter. The existence of a digitally signed copy of the documentensures the immutability of the document. Authorization of a PCA to operate inthe Internet hierarchy is signi�ed by the publication of the policy document, andthe issuance of a certi�cate to the PCA, signed by the IPRA. An outline for PCApolicy statements is contained in Section 3.4.3 of this document.As part of registration, each PCA will be required to execute a legal agreement withthe IPRA, and to pay a fee to defray the costs of operating the IPRA. Each a PCAmust specify its distinguished name. The IPRA will take reasonable precautions toensure that the distinguished name claimed by a PCA is legitimate, e.g., requiringthe PCA to provide documentation supporting its claim to a DN. However, thecerti�cation of a PCA by the IPRA does not constitute a endorsement of thePCA's claim to this DN outside of the context of this certi�cation system.3.4.2.2 Ensuring the Uniqueness of Distinguished NamesA fundamental requirement of this certi�cation scheme is that certi�cates are notissued to distinct entities under the same distinguished name. This requirement is
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 13important to the success of distributed management for the certi�cation hierarchy.The IPRA will not certify two PCAs with the same distinguished name and noPCA may certify two CAs with the same DN. However, since PCAs are expected tocertify organizational CAs in widely disjoint portions of the directory namespace,and since X.500 directories are not ubiquitous, a facility is required for coordinationamong PCAs to ensure the uniqueness of CA DNs. (This architecture allowsmultiple PCAs to certify residential CAs and thus multiple, distinct residentialCAs with identical DNs may come into existence, at least until such time as civilauthorities assume responsibilities for such certi�cation. Thus, on an interim basis,the architecture explicitly accommodates the potential for duplicate residential CADNs.)In support of the uniqueness requirement, the IPRA will establish and maintaina database to detect potential, unintended duplicate certi�cation of CA distin-guished names. This database will be made accessible to all PCAs via an emailinterface. Each entry in this database will consist of a 4-tuple. The �rst element ineach entry is a hash value, computed on a canonical, ASN.1 encoded representationof a CA distinguished name. The second element contains the subjectPublicKeythat appears in the CA's certi�cate. The third element is the distinguished nameof the PCA which registered the entry. The fourth element consists of the dateand time at which the entry was made, as established by the IPRA. This databasestructure provides a degree of privacy for CAs registered by PCAs, while providinga facility for ensuring global uniqueness of CA DNs certi�ed in this scheme.In order to avoid conicts, a PCA should query the database using a CA DN hashvalue as a search key, prior to certifying a CA. The database will return any entrieswhich match the query, i.e., which have the same CA DN. The PCA can use theinformation contained in any returned entries to determine if any PCAs shouldbe contacted to resolve possible DN conicts. If no potential conicts appear,a PCA can then submit a candidate entry, consisting of the �rst three elementvalues, plus any entries returned by the query. The database will register thisentry, supplying the time and date stamp, only if two conditions are met: (1)the �rst two elements (the CA DN hash and the CA subjectPublicKey) of thecandidate entry together must be unique and, (2) any other entries included inthe submission must match what the current database would return if the querycorresponding to the candidate entry were submitted.If the database detects a conicting entry (failure of case 1 above), or if the sub-mission indicates that the PCA's perception of possible conicting entries is notcurrent (failure of case 2), the submission is rejected and the database will re-turn the potential conicting entry (entries). If the submission is successful, thedatabase will return the timestamped new entry. The database does not, in itself,guarantee uniqueness of CA DNs as it allows for two DNs associated with di�er-ent public components to be registered. Rather, it is the responsibility of PCAsto coordinate with one another whenever the database indicates a potential DNconict and to resolve such conicts prior to certi�cation of CAs. Details of theprotocol used to access the database will be provided in another document.
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 14As noted earlier, a CA may be certi�ed under more than one PCA, e.g., becausethe CA wants to issue certi�cates under two di�erent policies. If a CA is certi�edby multiple di�erent PCAs, the CA must employ a di�erent public key pair foreach PCA. In such circumstances the certi�cate issued to the CA by each PCAwill contain a di�erent subjectPublicKey and thus will represent a di�erent entryin this database. The same situation may arise if multiple, equivalent residentialCAs are certi�ed by di�erent PCAs.To complete the strategy for ensuring uniqueness of DNs, there is a DN subordina-tion requirement levied on CAs. In general, CAs are expected to sign certi�catesonly if the subject DN in the certi�cate is subordinate to the issuer (CA) DN. Thisensures that certi�cates issued by a CA are syntactically constrained to refer tosubordinate entities in the X.500 directory information tree (DIT), and this furtherlimits the possibility of duplicate DN registration. CAs may sign certi�cates whichdo not comply with this requirement if the certi�cates are "cross-certi�cates" or"reverse certi�cates" (see X.509) used with applications other than PEM.The IPRA also will establish and maintain a separate database to detect potentialduplicate certi�cation of (residential) user distinguished names. Each entry in thisdatabase will consist of 4- tuple as above, but the �rst components is the hashof a residential user DN and the third component is the DN of the residentialCA DN which registered the user. This structure provides a degree of privacy forusers registered by CAs which service residential users while providing a facilityfor ensuring global uniqueness of user DNs certi�ed under this scheme. The samedatabase access facilities are provided as described above for the CA database.Here it is the responsibility of the CAs to coordinate whenever the database in-dicates a potential conict and to resolve the conict prior to (residential) usercerti�cation.3.4.2.3 Accuracy of Distinguished NamesAs noted above, the IPRA will make a reasonable e�ort to ensure that PCADNs are accurate. The procedures employed to ensure the accuracy of a CAdistinguished name, i.e., the con�dence attached to the DN/public componentbinding implied by a certi�cate, will vary according to PCA policy. However, it isexpected that every PCA will make a good faith e�ort to ensure the legitimacy ofeach CA DN certi�ed by the PCA. Part of this e�ort should include a check thatthe purported CA DN is consistent with any applicable national standards for DNassignment, e.g., NADF recommendations within North America [5,9].3.4.2.4 Distinguished Name ConventionsA few basic DN conventions are included in the IPRA policy. The IPRA willcertify PCAs, but not CAs nor users. PCAs will certify CAs, but not users. Theseconventions are required to allow simple certi�cate validation within PEM, asdescribed later. Certi�cates issued by CAs (for use with PEM) will be for users orfor other CAs, either of which must have DNs subordinate to that of the issuing
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 15CA.The attributes employed in constructing DNs will be speci�ed in a list maintainedby the IANA, to provide a coordinated basis for attribute identi�cation for allapplications employing DNs. This list will initially be populated with attributestaken from X.520. This document does not impose detailed restrictions on theattributes used to identify di�erent entities to which certi�cates are issued, butPCAs may impose such restrictions as part of their policies. PCAs, CAs and usersare urged to employ only those DN attributes which have printable representations,to facilitate display and entry.3.4.2.5 CRL ManagementAmong the procedures articulated by each PCA in its policy statement are proce-dures for the maintenance and distribution of CRLs by the PCA itself and by itssubordinate CAs. The frequency of issue of CRLs may vary according to PCA-speci�c policy, but every PCA and CA must issue a CRL upon inception to providea basis for uniform certi�cate validation procedures throughout the Internet hier-archy. The IPRA will maintain a CRL for all the PCAs it certi�es and this CRLwill be updated monthly. Each PCA will maintain a CRL for all of the CAs whichit certi�es and these CRLs will be updated in accordance with each PCA's policy.The format for these CRLs is that speci�ed in Section 3.5.2 of the document.In the absence of ubiquitous X.500 directory services, the IPRA will require eachPCA to provide, for its users, robust database access to CRLs for the Internethierarchy, i.e., the IPRA CRL, PCA CRLs, and CRLs from all CAs. The meansby which this database is implemented is to be coordinated between the IPRAand PCAs. This database will be accessible via email as speci�ed in RFC 1424,both for retrieval of (current) CRLs by any user, and for submission of new CRLsby CAs, PCAs and the IPRA. Individual PCAs also may elect to maintain CRLarchives for their CAs, but this is not required by this policy.3.4.2.6 Public Key Algorithm Licensing IssuesThis certi�cation hierarchy is architecturally independent of any speci�c digitalsignature (public key) algorithm. Some algorithms, employed for signing certi�-cates and validating certi�cate signatures, are patented in some countries. TheIPRA will not grant a license to any PCA for the use of any signature algorithmin conjunction with the management of this certi�cation hierarchy. The IPRAwill acquire, for itself, any licenses needed for it to sign certi�cates and CRLs forPCAs, for all algorithms which the IPRA supports. Every PCA will be requiredto represent to the IPRA that the PCA has obtained any licenses required to issue(sign) certi�cates and CRLs in the environment(s) which the PCA will serve.For example, the RSA cryptosystem is patented in the United States and thusany PCA operating in the U.S. and using RSA to sign certi�cates and CRLs mustrepresent that it has a valid license to employ the RSA algorithm in this fashion. In
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 16contrast, a PCA employing RSA and operating outside of the U.S. would representthat it is exempt from these licensing constraints.3.4.3 Policy Certi�cation AuthoritiesThe policy statement submitted by a prospective PCA must address the topicsin the following outline. Additional policy information may be contained in thestatement, but PCAs are requested not to use these statements as advertisingvehicles.1. PCA Identity - The DN of the PCA must be speci�ed. A postal address,an Internet mail address, and telephone (and optional fax) numbers mustbe provided for (human) contact with the PCA. The date on which thisstatement is e�ective, and its scheduled duration must be speci�ed.2. PCA Scope - Each PCA must describe the community which the PCA plansto serve. A PCA should indicate if it will certify organizational, residential,and/or PERSONA CAs. There is not a requirement that a single PCAserve only one type of CA, but if a PCA serves multiple types of CAs, thepolicy statement must specify clearly how a user can distinguish amongthese classes. If the PCA will operate CAs to directly serve residential orPERSONA users, it must so state.3. PCA Security & Privacy - Each PCA must specify the technical and pro-cedural security measures it will employ in the generation and protectionof its component pair. If any security requirements are imposed on CAscerti�ed by the PCA these must be speci�ed as well. A PCA also mustspecify what measures it will take to protect the privacy of any informationcollected in the course of certifying CAs. If the PCA operates one or moreCAs directly, to serve residential or PERSONA users, then this statementon privacy measures applies to these CAs as well.4. Certi�cation Policy - Each PCA must specify the policy and procedureswhich govern its certi�cation of CAs and how this policy applies transitivelyto entities (users or subordinate CAs) certi�ed by these CAs. For example,a PCA must state what procedure is employed to verify the claimed identityof a CA, and the CA's right to use a DN. Similarly, if any requirements areimposed on CAs to validate the identity of users, these requirements mustbe speci�ed. Since all PCAs are required to cooperate in the resolution ofpotential DN conicts, each PCA is required to specify the procedure it willemploy to resolve such conicts. If the PCA imposes a maximum validityinterval for the CA certi�cates it issues, and/or for user (or subordinateCA) certi�cates issued by the CAs it certi�es, then these restrictions mustbe speci�ed.5. CRL Management - Each PCA must specify the frequency with which itwill issue scheduled CRLs. It also must specify any constraints it imposeson the frequency of scheduled issue of CRLs by the CAs it certi�es, and
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 17by subordinate CAs. Both maximum and minimum constraints should bespeci�ed. Since the IPRA policy calls for each CRL issued by a CA to beforwarded to the cognizant PCA, each PCA must specify a mailbox addressto which CRLs are to be transmitted. The PCA also must specify a mailboxaddress for CRL queries. If the PCA o�ers any additional CRL manage-ment services, e.g., archiving of old CRLs, then procedures for invokingthese services must be speci�ed. If the PCA requires CAs to provide anyadditional CRL management services, such services must be speci�ed here.6. Naming Conventions - If the PCA imposes any conventions on DNs used bythe CAs it certi�es, or by entities certi�ed by these CAs, these conventionsmust be speci�ed. If any semantics are associated with such conventions,these semantics must be speci�ed.7. Business Issues - If a legal agreement must be executed between a PCAand the CAs it certi�es, reference to that agreement must be noted, but theagreement itself ought not be a part of the policy statement. Similarly, ifany fees are charged by the PCA this should be noted, but the fee structureper se ought not be part of this policy statement.8. Other - Any other topics the PCA deems relevant to a statement of itspolicy can be included. However, the PCA should be aware that a policystatement is considered to be an immutable, long lived document and thusconsiderable care should be exercised in deciding what material is to beincluded in the statement.3.4.4 Certi�cation AuthoritiesIn X.509 the term "certi�cation authority" is de�ned as "an authority trusted byone or more users to create and assign certi�cates". X.509 imposes few constraintson CAs, but practical implementation of a worldwide certi�cation system requiresestablishment of technical and procedural conventions by which all CAs are ex-pected to abide. Such conventions are established throughout this document. AllCAs are required to maintain a database of the DNs which they have certi�ed andto take measures to ensure that they do not certify duplicate DNs, either for usersor for subordinate CAs.It is critical that the private component of a CA be a�orded a high level of security,otherwise the authenticity guarantee implied by certi�cates signed by the CA isvoided. Some PCAs may impose stringent requirements on CAs within theirpurview to ensure that a high level of security is a�orded the certi�cate signingprocess, but not all PCAs are expected to impose such constraints.3.4.4.1 Organizational CAsMany of the CAs certi�ed by PCAs are expected to represent organizations. Awide range of organizations are encompassed by this model: commercial, govern-
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 18mental, educational, non-pro�t, professional societies, etc. The common thread isthat the entities certi�ed by these CAs have some form of a�liation with the orga-nization. The object classes for organizations, organizational units, organizationalpersons, organizational roles, etc., as de�ned in X.521, form the models for enti-ties certi�ed by such CAs. The a�liation implied by organizational certi�cationmotivates the DN subordination requirement cited in Section 3.4.2.4.As an example, an organizational user certi�cate might contain a subject DN of theform: C = "US" SP = "Massachusetts" L = "Cambridge" O = "Bolt Beranek andNewman" OU = "Communications Division" CN = "Steve Kent". The issuer ofthis certi�cate might have a DN of the form: C = "US" SP = "Massachusetts" L ="Cambridge" O= "Bolt Beranek and Newman". Note that the organizational unitattribute is omitted from the issuer DN, implying that there is no CA dedicatedto the "Communications Division".3.4.4.2 Residential CAsUsers may wish to obtain certi�cates which do not imply any organizational af-�liation but which do purport to accurately and uniquely identify them. Suchusers can be registered as residential persons and the DN of such a user shouldbe consistent with the attributes of the corresponding X.521 object class. Overtime we anticipate that such users will be accommodated by civil governmententities who will assume electronic certi�cation responsibility at geographicallydesignated points in the naming hierarchy. Until civil authorities are prepared toissue certi�cates of this form, residential user CAs will accommodate such users.Because residential CAs may be operated under the auspices of multiple PCAs,there is a potential for the same residential CA DN to be assumed by several dis-tinct entities. This represents the one exception to the rule articulated throughoutthis document that no two entities may have the same DN. This conict is tol-erated so as to allow residential CAs to be established o�ering di�erent policies.Two requirements are levied upon residential CAs as a result: (1) residential CAsmust employ the residential DN conict detection database maintained by theIPRA, and (2) residential CAs must coordinate to ensure that they do not assignduplicate certi�cate serial numbers.As an example, a residential user certi�cate might include a subject name of theform: C = "US" SP = "Massachusetts" L = "Boston" PA = "19 North Square"CN = "Paul Revere." The issuer of that certi�cate might have a DN of the form: C= "US" SP = "Massachusetts" L = "Boston". Note that the issuer DN is superiorto the subject DN, as required by the IPRA policy described earlier.3.4.4.3 PERSONA CAsOne or more CAs will be established to accommodate users who wish to concealtheir identities while making use of PEM security features, e.g., to preserve theanonymity o�ered by "arbitrary" mailbox names in the current mail environment.
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 19In this case the certifying authority is explicitly NOT vouching for the identity ofthe user. All such certi�cates are issued under a PERSONA CA, subordinate toa PCA with a PERSONA policy, to warn users explicitly that the subject DN isNOT a validated user identity. To minimize the possibility of syntactic confusionwith certi�cates which do purport to specify an authenticated user identity, aPERSONA certi�cate is issued as a form of organizational user certi�cate, not aresidential user certi�cate. There are no explicit, reserved words used to identifyPERSONA user certi�cates.A CA issuing PERSONA certi�cates must institute procedures to ensure that itdoes not issue the same subject DN to multiple users (a constraint required for allcerti�cates of any type issued by any CA). There are no requirements on an issuerof PERSONA certi�cates to maintain any other records that might bind the trueidentity of the subject to his certi�cate. However, a CA issuing such certi�catesmust establish procedures (not speci�ed in this document) in order to allow theholder of a PERSONA certi�cate to request that his certi�cate be revoked (i.e.,listed on a CRL).As an example, a PERSONA user certi�cate might include a subject DN of theform: C = "US" SP = "Massachusetts" L = "Boston" O = "Pseudonyms R US"CN = "Paul Revere." The issuer of this certi�cate might have a DN of the form:C = "US" SP = "Massachusetts" L = "Boston" O = "Pseudonyms R US". Notethe di�erences between this PERSONA user certi�cate for "Paul Revere" and thecorresponding residential user certi�cate for the same common name.3.4.4.4 CA Responsibilities for CRL ManagementAs X.500 directory servers become available, CRLs should be maintained andaccessed via these servers. However, prior to widespread deployment of X.500directories, this document adopts some additional requirements for CRL manage-ment by CAs and PCAs. As per X.509, each CA is required to maintain a CRL (inthe format speci�ed by this document in Appendix A) which contains entries forall certi�cates issued and later revoked by the CA. Once a certi�cate is entered ona CRL it remains there until the validity interval expires. Each PCA is requiredto maintain a CRL for revoked CA certi�cates within its domain. The intervalat which a CA issues a CRL is not �xed by this document, but the PCAs mayestablish minimum and maximum intervals for such issuance.As noted earlier, each PCA will provide access to a database containing CRLsissued by the IPRA, PCAs, and all CAs. In support of this requirement, each CAmust supply its current CRL to its PCA in a fashion consistent with CRL issuancerules imposed by the PCA and with the next scheduled issue date speci�ed by theCA (see Section 3.5.1). CAs may distribute CRLs to subordinate UAs using theCRL processing type available in PEM messages (see RFC 1421). CAs also mayprovide access to CRLs via the database mechanism described in RFC 1424 andalluded to immediately above.
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 203.5 Certi�cate Revocation3.5.1 X.509 CRLsX.509 states that it is a CA's responsibility to maintain: "a time- stamped listof the certi�cates it issued which have been revoked." There are two primaryreasons for a CA to revoke a certi�cate, i.e., suspected compromise of a privatecomponent (invalidating the corresponding public component) or change of usera�liation (invalidating the DN). The use of Certi�cate Revocation Lists (CRLs)as de�ned in X.509 is one means of propagating information relative to certi�caterevocation, though it is not a perfect mechanism. In particular, an X.509 CRLindicates only the age of the information contained in it; it does not provide anybasis for determining if the list is the most current CRL available from a givenCA.The proposed architecture establishes a format for a CRL in which not only thedate of issue, but also the next scheduled date of issue is speci�ed. Adopting thisconvention, when the next scheduled issue date arrives a CA (Throughout thissection, when the term "CA" is employed, it should be interpreted broadly, toinclude the IPRA and PCAs as well as organizational, residential, and PERSONACAs.) will issue a new CRL, even if there are no changes in the list of entries. Inthis fashion each CA can independently establish and advertise the frequency withwhich CRLs are issued by that CA. Note that this does not preclude CRL issuanceon a more frequent basis, e.g., in case of some emergency, but no system-widemechanisms are architected for alerting users that such an unscheduled issuancehas taken place. This scheduled CRL issuance convention allows users (UAs) todetermine whether a given CRL is "out of date," a facility not available from the(1988) X.509 CRL format.The description of CRL management in the text and the format for CRLs speci�edin X.509 (1988) are inconsistent. For example, the latter associates an issuerdistinguished name with each revoked certi�cate even though the text states thata CRL contains entries for only a single issuer (which is separately speci�ed inthe CRL format). The CRL format adopted for PEM is a (simpli�ed) formatconsistent with the text of X.509, but not identical to the accompanying format.The ASN.1 format for CRLs used with PEM is provided in Appendix A.X.509 also de�nes a syntax for the "time-stamped list of revoked certi�cates rep-resenting other CAs." This syntax, the "AuthorityRevocationList" (ARL) allowsthe list to include references to certi�cates issued by CAs other than the list main-tainer. There is no syntactic di�erence between these two lists except as they arestored in directories. Since PEM is expected to be used prior to widespread di-rectory deployment, this distinction between ARLs and CRLs is not syntacticallysigni�cant. As a simpli�cation, this document speci�es the use the CRL formatde�ned below for revocation both of user and of CA certi�cates.
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 213.5.2 PEM CRL FormatAppendix A contains the ASN.1 description of CRLs speci�ed by this document.This section provides an informal description of CRL components analogous tothat provided for certi�cates in Section 3.3.1. signature (signature algorithm ID and parameters)2. issuer3. last update4. next update5. revoked certi�catesThe "signature" is a data item completely analogous to the signature data itemin a certi�cate. Similarly, the "issuer" is the DN of the CA which signed theCRL. The "last update" and "next update" �elds contain time and date values(UTCT format) which specify, respectively, when this CRL was issued and whenthe next CRL is scheduled to be issued. Finally, "revoked certi�cates" is a sequenceof ordered pairs, in which the �rst element is the serial number of the revokedcerti�cate and the second element is the time and date of the revocation for thatcerti�cate.The semantics for this second element are not made clear in X.509. For example,the time and date speci�ed might indicate when a private component was thoughtto have been compromised or it may reect when the report of such compromisewas reported to the CA.For uniformity, this document adopts the latter convention, i.e., the revocationdate speci�es the time and date at which a CA formally acknowledges a report ofa compromise or a change or DN attributes. As with certi�cates, it is recommendedthat the UTCT values be of no �ner granularity than minutes and that all valuesbe stated in terms of Zulu.3.6 Certi�cate Validation3.6.1 Validation BasicsEvery UA must contain the public component of the IPRA as the root for itscerti�cate validation database. Public components associated with PCAs mustbe identi�ed as such, so that the certi�cate validation process described belowcan operate correctly. Whenever a certi�cate for a PCA is entered into a UAcache, e.g., if encountered in a PEM message encapsulated header, the certi�catemust NOT be entered into the cache automatically. Rather, the user must benoti�ed and must explicitly direct the UA to enter any PCA certi�cate data intothe cache. This precaution is essential because introduction of a PCA certi�cateinto the cache implies user recognition of the policy associated with the PCA.
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 22Validating a certi�cate begins with verifying that the signature a�xed to thecerti�cate is valid, i.e., that the hash value computed on the certi�cate contentsmatches the value that results from decrypting the signature �eld using the publiccomponent of the issuer. In order to perform this operation the user must possessthe public component of the issuer, either via some integrity-assured channel, orby extracting it from another (validated) certi�cate. In order to rapidly terminatethis recursive validation process, we recommend each PCA sign certi�cates for allCAs within its domain, even CAs which are certi�ed by other, superior CAs inthe certi�cation hierarchy.The public component needed to validate certi�cates signed by the IPRA is madeavailable to each user as part of the registration or via the PEM installation pro-cess. Thus a user will be able to validate any PCA certi�cate immediately. CAsare certi�ed by PCAs, so validation of a CA certi�cate requires processing a vali-dation path of length two. User certi�cates are issued by CAs (either immediatelysubordinate to PCAs or subordinate to other CAs), thus validation of a user cer-ti�cate may require three or more steps. Local caching of validated certi�cates bya UA can be used to speed up this process signi�cantly.Consider the situation in which a user receives a privacy enhanced message froman originator with whom the recipient has never previously corresponded, andassume that the message originator includes a full certi�cation path in the PEMmessage header. First the recipient can use the IPRA's public component tovalidate a PCA certi�cate contained in an Issuer-Certi�cate �eld. Using the PCA'spublic component extracted from this certi�cate, the CA certi�cate in an Issuer-Certi�cate �eld also can be validated. This process cam be repeated until thecerti�cate for the originator, from the Originator-Certi�cate �eld, is validated.Having performed this certi�cate validation process, the recipient can extract theoriginator's public component and use it to decrypt the content of the MIC-Info�eld. By comparing the decrypted contents of this �eld against the MIC computedlocally on the message the user veri�es the data origin authenticity and integrityof the message. It is recommended that implementations of privacy enhanced mailcache validated public components (acquired from incoming mail) to speed up thisprocess. If a message arrives from an originator whose public component is heldin the recipient's cache (and if the cache is maintained in a fashion that ensurestimely incorporation of received CRLs), the recipient can immediately employ thatpublic component without the need for the certi�cate validation process describedhere. (For some digital signature algorithms, the processing required for certi�catevalidation is considerably faster than that involved in signing a certi�cate. Use ofsuch algorithms serves to minimize the computational burden on UAs.)3.6.2 Display of Certi�cate Validation DataPEM provides authenticated identities for message recipients and originators ex-pressed in the form of distinguished names. Mail systems in which PEM is em-ployed may employ identi�ers other than DNs as the primary means of identifyingrecipients or originators. Thus, in order to bene�t from these authentication facil-
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 23ities, each PEM implementation must employ some means of binding native mailsystem identi�ers to distinguished names in a fashion which does not underminethis basic PEM functionality.For example, if a human user interacts directly with PEM, then the full DN of theoriginator of any message received using PEM should be displayed for the user.Merely displaying the PEM-protected message content, containing an originatorname from the native mail system, does not provide equivalent security function-ality and could allow spoo�ng. If the recipient of a message is a forwarding agentsuch as a list exploder or mail relay, display of the originator's DN is not a relevantrequirement. In all cases the essential requirement is that the ultimate recipientof a PEM message be able to ascertain the identity of the originator based on thePEM certi�cation system, not on unauthenticated identi�cation information, e.g.,extracted from the native message system.Conversely, for the originator of an ENCRYPTED message, it is important thatrecipient identities be linked to the DNs as expressed in PEM certi�cates. Thiscan be e�ected in a variety of ways by the PEM implementation, e.g., by display ofrecipient DNs upon message submission or by a tightly controlled binding betweenlocal aliases and the DNs. Here too, if the originator is a forwarding process thislinkage might be e�ected via various mechanisms not applicable to direct humaninteraction. Again, the essential requirement is to avoid procedures which mightundermine the authentication services provided by PEM.As described above, it is a local matter how and what certi�cation informationis displayed for a human user in the course of submission or delivery of a PEMmessage. Nonetheless all PEM implementations must provide a user with theability to display a full certi�cation path for any certi�cate employed in PEM upondemand. Implementors are urged to not overwhelm the user with certi�cation pathinformation which might confuse him or distract him from the critical informationcited above.3.6.3 Validation Procedure DetailsEvery PEM implementation is required to perform the following validation stepsfor every public component employed in the submission of an ENCRYPTED PEMmessage or the delivery of an ENCRYPTED, MIC-ONLY, or MIC-CLEAR PEMmessage. Each public component may be acquired from an internal source, e.g.,from a (secure) cache at the originator/recipient or it may be obtained from anexternal source, e.g., the PEM header of an incoming message or a directory. Thefollowing procedures applies to the validation of certi�cates from either type ofsource.Validation of a public component involves constructing a certi�cation path betweenthe component and the public component of the IPRA. The validity interval forevery certi�cate in this path must be checked. PEM software must, at a minimum,warn the user if any certi�cate in the path fails the validity interval check, thoughthe form of this warning is a local matter. For example, the warning might indicate
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 24which certi�cate in the path had expired. Local security policy may prohibit useof expired certi�cates.Each certi�cate also must be checked against the current CRL from the certi�cate'sissuer to ensure that revoked certi�cates are not employed. If the UA does nothave access to the current CRL for any certi�cate in the path, the user mustbe warned. Again, the form of the warning is a local matter. For example, thewarning might indicate whether the CRL is unavailable or, if available but notcurrent, the CRL issue date should be displayed. Local policy may prohibit useof a public component which cannot be checked against a current CRL, and insuch cases the user should receive the same information provided by the warningindications described above.If any revoked certi�cates are encountered in the construction of a certi�cationpath, the user must be warned. The form of the warning is a local matter, but itis recommended that this warning be more stringent than those previously alludedto above. For example, this warning might display the issuer and subject DNs fromthe revoked certi�cate and the date of revocation, and then require the user toprovide a positive response before the submission or delivery process may proceed.In the case of message submission, the warning might display the identity of therecipient a�ected by this validation failure and the user might be provided withthe option to specify that this recipient be dropped from recipient list processingwithout a�ecting PEM processing for the remaining recipients. Local policy mayprohibit PEM processing if a revoked certi�cate is encountered in the course ofconstructing a certi�cation path.Note that in order to comply with these validation procedures, a certi�cate cachemust maintain all of the information contained in a certi�cate, not just the DNsand the public component. For example the serial number and validity intervalmust be associated with the cache entry to comply with the checks describedabove. Also note that these procedures apply to human interaction in messagesubmission and delivery and are not directly applicable to forwarding processes.When non human interaction is involved, a compliant PEM implementation mustprovide parameters to enable a process to specify whether certi�cate validationwill succeed or fail if any of the conditions arise which would result in warnings toa human user.Finally, in the course of validating certi�cates as described above, one additionalcheck must be performed: the subject DN of every certi�cate must be subordinateto the certi�cate issuer DN, except if the issuer is the IPRA or a PCA (henceanother reason to distinguish the IPRA and PCA entries in a certi�cate cache).This requirement is levied upon all PEM implementations as part of maintainingthe certi�cation hierarchy constraints de�ned in this document. Any certi�catewhich does not comply with these requirements is considered invalid and must berejected in PEM submission or delivery processing. The user must be noti�ed ofthe nature of this fatal error.
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 25Appendix A: ASN.1 Syntax for Certi�cates and CRLsA.1 Certi�cate SyntaxThe X.509 certi�cate format is de�ned by the following ASN.1 syntax:Certi�cate ::= SIGNED SEQUENCE fversion [ 0 ] Version DEFAULT v1988,serialNumber Certi�cateSerialNumber,signature AlgorithmIdenti�er,issuer Name,validity Validity,subject Name,subjectPublicKeyInfo SubjectPublicKeyInfo gVersion ::= INTEGER f v1988(0) gCerti�cateSerialNumber ::= INTEGERValidity ::= SEQUENCE fnotBefore UTCTime,notAfter UTCTime gSubjectPublicKeyInfo ::= SEQUENCE falgorithm AlgorithmIdenti�er,subjectPublicKey BIT STRING gAlgorithmIdenti�er ::= SEQUENCE falgorithm OBJECT IDENTIFIER,parameters ANY DEFINED BY algorithm OPTIONAL gThe components of this structure are de�ned by ASN.1 syntax de�ned in the X.500Series Recommendations. RFC 1423 provides references for and the values of Al-gorithmIdenti�ers used by PEM in the subjectPublicKeyInfo and the signaturedata items. It also describes how a signature is generated and the results repre-sented. Because the certi�cate is a signed data object, the distinguished encodingrules (see X.509, section 8.7) must be applied prior to signing.
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RFC 1422: Key Management . . . . . 26A.2 Certi�cate Revocation List SyntaxThe following ASN.1 syntax, derived from X.509 and aligned with the suggestedformat in recently submitted defect reports, de�nes the format of CRLs for use inthe PEM environment.Certi�cateRevocationList ::= SIGNED SEQUENCE fsignature AlgorithmIdenti�er,issuer Name,lastUpdate UTCTime,nextUpdate UTCTime,revokedCerti�catesSEQUENCE OF CRLEntry OPTIONAL gCRLEntry ::= SEQUENCE fuserCerti�cate SerialNumber,revocationDate UTCTime g
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